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PIGEON KILLING REGULATIONS TIGHTENED UP

A new Order in Council made under the Defence Regulations tightens up

the procedure for dealing with people who shoot homing pigeons engaged on

vital war work.

Homing pigeons are extensively used by the fighting services for

carrying urgent messages when other means of communication are impracticable.

The R.A.F. has thousands of pigeons in its vital signals service. They
form part of the crew of every bomber and reconnaissance aircraft operating

over the seas around Britain.

To a bomber crew, forced down perhaps after action with the enemy, the

carrier pigeon and its message may be the solo remaining link with base.

Recently, R.A.F. pigeon saved four members of a Beaufort, force-landed

in the sea coming back from Norway, by flying over a hundred miles to its

home loft.

Pigeons carrying vital messages often fail to arrive. Not through their

own fault: not always because of bad weather; but because a man with a gun

has shot them. A ’pot shot' at a lone pigeon - and a vital operation, maybe

the lives of an aircraft crew, are jeopardised.

In Germany, the penalty for killing honing pigeons oven ’from foreign

countries’, is two years imprisonment.

Under the new regulations, the penalties for killing or wounding

homing and racing pigeons are unchanged. But the law now no longer

requires proof that the shooting was done with the knowledge that the

bird was a homing pigeon.

It is not sufficient defence to say, as in the past, "I didn't know it

was a homing pigeon!"

Offenders must prove that they had reasonable belief that it was not.

More important still - they must immediately hand over the bird, and any

message or identification, to the nearest police station.


